Monday, October 18, 2004

On an long-term basis the S&P 100 Squeezeometer moved to "downtrend" status.

Energy minerals remain the strongest sector in our work. Health technology remains our worst
ranked sector. Retail and consumer durables are also ranked poorly.

The trend signals change, but the reality is that this market is range trading:

Range trading is not necessarily a bad thing, especially during weak seasonal periods. However, we
don’t want to see continued range trading during positive seasonal periods. Positive seasonality is
what the market will have following the Presidential election. Until then, the best scenario would
continued range trading until an eventual break-out to the upside into the New Year. The above
long-term picture is key. Back to downtrend status on a long-term (weekly) basis, the price pattern
remains entrenched in a trading range. It is key that the lows of this range are not violated. Those
lows are 1060 on the S&P 500, 1750 on the NASDAQ Composite, 1300 on the NASDAQ 100, and
518 on the S&P 100. Barring a break of these critical levels, we are hopeful that the next long-term
rally will lead to a true uptrend. But we are not placing bets on that hope just yet.

We get a fresh read of NYSE and Amex short interest on Thursday, after the close. Stay
tuned.
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